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Allowing for Every Contingency
A Dialogue on Determinism, Contingency and Free Will
"Though atoms fall straight downward through the void…yet at uncertain times and at uncertain points, they swerve a bit – enough that one may say they changed direction." – Lucretius 
"You will say that I feel free. This is an illusion, which may be compared to that of the fly in the fable, who, upon the pole of a heavy carriage, applauded himself for directing its course. Man, who thinks himself free, is a fly who imagines he has power to move the universe, while he is himself unknowingly carried along by it." – Baron d'Hobach
“The mechanics of free will is inconceivable to mankind.” – Kedar Joshi

Scene & Players: Ram, Kedar, Sushama are at the vegetarian restaurant Wadeshwar in Pune in deference to Kedar’s and Sushama’s dietary restrictions.
 Kedar: You know Sushama, Ram tends to use American idioms for his titles, though they may be entirely over the heads of ‘benighted natives’ like us.
What did you have in mind, Ram?
Ram: Now that’s unfair: I am considerate of Indian preferences, our eating vegetarian here’s a case in point. Re the title, I’m afraid you got me ‘caught between a rock and a hard place’. Oops I’m sorry: that’s an American idiom isn’t it? Well I trust it’s transparent enough.
Anyway the title is not particularly idiomatic. It’s just part of a quote I myself thought up, but knowing how you frown upon my quoting myself, I’d determined to use it only in the body of the dialogue. The quote is: ‘The will finds its freedom in determining its course by allowing for every contingency’. The title is thus just the last four words of the quote, a quote of a quote if you will, hence perhaps doubly a sin. But don’t ask me to elaborate upon it just yet. I want to save it for a later more dramatic point in the dialogue, a true denouement.
Sushama: Hmm…the Lucretius quote addresses determinism and contingency. Baron d’Hobach’s and Kedar’s quotes—we really should frown on any of us quoting ourselves—both address free will and determinism. Your quote seems to have the dubious distinction of referencing all three. I say dubious because the quote seems artificially constructed to use ‘free will’, ‘determinism’ and ‘contingency’ by hook or crook in one sentence. 
Huh....’hook or crook’—is that an American or Indian idiom?
Kedar: Neither. It’s British so imported to India and America…though in a dialogue about free will you might do better to use ‘willy-nilly’, which I think means the same thing.
But I have to agree with you. Ram’s quote only makes me think of another reason he shouldn’t quote himself: he isn’t very good. Still with the ‘denouement’ comment, he clearly seems to have something in mind…
Ram: All in good time people. For now I suggest we start at the beginning. Don’t you find it surprising that at the dawn of science when good causal explanations were the rarity, people were deterministic?
Sushama: Not at all. Although science brings with it determinism because it explains everything, it also brings with it a confidence in the power of the will because it enables us through technology to control everything. So at the dawn of science when people wielded less power over their environment, you might expect to find more fatalists hence determinists. 
The crucial question for us though is not were people deterministic but were philosophers. And that they certainly were.
Ram: Yes—I’m sure you know the history.  The first philosophers, the Ionians, were identified as such because they eschewed mythological explanations in favor of physicalist or materialistic ones. So they were probably deterministic. And certainly by the time—5th century B.C.—of Democritus and Leucippus, the first atomists, we had an explicit statement of determinism, namely Leucippus’ quote, “Nothing occurs at random, but everything for a reason and by necessity.”
That is one type of determinism: physical determinism. Then with Aristotle’s De Interpretatione, we have a different type: logical determinism. The puzzle Aristotle puts forth is as follows: Let S be ‘There will be a sea battle tomorrow.’ Then by excluded middle we can say S or ~S….or It’s true that (S or ~S). Therefore it’s true today that S or it’s true today that ~S. So it would seem whether there is going to be a sea battle tomorrow, its truth-value, is already determined today and indeed for everyday since the beginning of time. The people on the ships can just sit idly and let it happen…what will happen will happen regardless of whether they act or not.
So logical and physical—these are the two broad classifications of determinism even to the present day, and to me it’s surprising they were known to the ancients.
Kedar: Thanks for the history lesson, Ram. But can’t we deny logical determinism by maintaining that truth doesn’t distribute across disjunctions, that it is true that (S or ~S) but not (it is true that S or it is true that ~S)?
Sushama: Very good Kedar. That’s the denial of bivalence move that Aristotle himself proposed. For him future contingents have no truth value.
I myself don’t find the solution very satisfactory. After all, ‘There will be a sea battle tomorrow’ and ‘There won’t be a sea battle tomorrow’ are both meaningful sentences, not at all questionable like ‘This sentence is false’; they should have a truth value.
Anyway, the medieval philosophers were obsessed with this problem which they recast in terms of God’s foreknowledge. If God knows whether S is true or ~S is true for every sentence S, how can there be any contingency, in particular, how can there be anything like free will which Christianity explicitly requires?
I think the solution is not to deny that truth distributes across disjunctions, as did Aristotle and certain medieval philosophers, but that necessity does. Thus it is necessary that (it is true that (S or ~S)). It is also necessary that (it is true that S or it is true that ~S), so truth distributes. But contingency is preserved because it doesn’t follow that necessity distributes, that it doesn’t follow that (it is necessarily true that S) or (it is necessarily true that ~S).
The sailors on the ships better do their jobs because though only one of S or ~S is true, the other could be true.
Kedar: In defense of Aristotle, it must be emphasized that the true proposition in S or ~S—say, ‘There won’t be a sea-battle tomorrow’, since we’re all pacifists—is true for all time. Aristotle’s point is that after all, what other earmarks besides timelessness can we demand of necessary propositions? This is not my position but if we defend heathens like Aristotle maybe others will defend heathens like us.
Ram: Well, ‘There won’t be a sea battle tomorrow’ is true timelessly because it incorporates a reference to a time instant. Its timelessness is just like the truth of ‘There wasn’t a sea battle yesterday’.
Kedar: But what’s the difference between the sea-battle sentences and ‘There won’t be a total eclipse tomorrow’ which you would want to say is physically necessary?
Ram: Well, the eclipse sentence can be derived from laws that make no reference to particular time instants—such as ‘eclipses happen in Pune according to certain function f’; the sea battle sentence presumably can’t.
Anyway, we’re getting a bit off track. I agree that Aristotle equates, ‘true for all time’ with necessary—that’s how he gets his puzzle off the ground and into the sea of puzzlement. But I agree with Sushama that that is the precise equation we must resist. And in fact a good illustration of her point is Godel’s incompleteness theorems.
Specifically if we let ‘it is necessary that’ be replaced with ‘it is provable that’ then it is provable—by simple excluded middle—that (Arithmetic is consistent or Arithmetic is inconsistent). But as Godel showed, it is not provable that ‘Arithmetic is consistent’ nor certainly is it provable that ‘Arithmetic is inconsistent’.
This is a good illustration of Sushama’s point about distributing truth but not necessity because one of the disjucts—‘Arithmetic is consistent’—though it seems like it should be necessary in the sense of provable, it provably isn’t. If even it is not necessary, logical determinism can scarcely have a foothold against propositions that seem more contingent to us.
Kedar: Ahem, Ram is always happy when he can sneak some math into the dialogue, whether it is willy-nilly or otherwise I’ll let you two be the judge.
For the record, can I just stipulate I agree with you and mention an argument for a sort of logical indeterminism?
Sushama & Ram: Sure.
Kedar: The logical indeterminism I have in mind results from the intelligent design argument for God. The argument is: there must be free will—the free will of God—if there is to be a first designer. If God doesn’t have free will, if he is also determined then he too would have to be designed leading to an infinite regress.
So my position is that God has free will, man does not. What true free will is, is incomprehensible to man. That’s what I mean by, ‘The mechanics of free will is inconceivable to mankind’.    
Sushama: God? Don’t you know what the famous determinist Laplace said to Napoleon about God? “Sire we have no need of that hypothesis.”
But seriously I have to disagree with you. Free will is the most conceivable concept there is. The freedom from restraint feeling we have, we probably share with the ant whose path we’ve suddenly not blocked. Some kind of frustration, discomfort at being constrained must be felt by the ant because we can see its apparent panic when blocked.
Ram: Interesting statement Sushama…though now I’m not sure where you stand in the debate. Surely you don’t want to say an ant has free will or that our sense of free will is comparable to that of the ant. Or is yours a skeptical solution, accounting for our sense of free will without thereby justifying it?
Sushama: No I’m not proposing a Humean type skeptical solution. I’m not proposing any solution, more like aligning the burden of proof before the debate starts.
When you asked me to come up with prefatory quotes, I found almost all were in favor of determinism. Whether it’s Omar Khayyam saying, “And what the first morning of creation wrote, the last dawn of reckoning shall read”, or Shakespeare’s Romeo saying, “I am fortune’s fool” to nearly all of Macbeth, poets have found the predetermination of our fates pretty compelling. Paradoxically, I think this shows that the default presumption is in favor of free will: it is much more quotable to make statements challenging the given than supporting it. The given is ‘there is free-will’ because that is the common experience. That puts the burden of proof on determinism, all the fancy quotes aside.
With regard to whether ants have free will, I think there is a gradation: the ant experiences freedom from constraint when unblocked by our hands, Ram would feel freedom from constraint if we were at a non-vegetarian restaurant. The difference is one of degree but is admittedly great enough to allow us to drop the dividing line between free will and determined behavior so that even ants have free will or only humans or only God.
Ram: Or that whale from the Free Willy movie…
Kedar: Another Americanism…
Ram: Ahem, Hollywood unlike Bollywood is international.
But seriously, I’d like to get back to the history. Leucippus’s quote indicates that the original atomists were strict determinists; Lucretius’s quote coming later in the 2nd century B.C. allows atoms to ‘swerve’ to allow for contingency. Of the two ‘Lou’s I must say I find Lucretius and his ‘swerviness’ a bit ludicrous, to bring in a third ‘Lou’: just because there’s randomness, why should we suppose that our choices are free? Our flipping a coin between two alternatives doesn’t make room for free will; it rather places the activity of willing in neutral.
Kedar: You find the same error of omission in modern day physicists like Michio Kaku who argues—on a Youtube video of all things—that the indeterminism of quantum mechanics allows for free will, unlike Einstein’s determinism as reflected in his comment, “God does not play dice with the universe”. How indeterminism allows for free will. is a question left glaringly unanswered.
Sushama: Well there is a sense in which if the universe were completely determined there would be at most a skeptical solution to the problem of free will.
Ram: Fair enough: indeterminism allows free will to exist but it doesn’t show how it can or even what we mean by it.
Kedar: Actually I find an inconsistency in the whole notion of free will. An act proceeds from a free will if it is a contingent event. But if the free will causes the event to come to pass how can the event be contingent, since causes determine their effects?
Sushama: Very clever. Might be too clever since our intuitions about free will, though they may stand some correction, are unlikely to be inconsistent outright.
Ram: Kedar being younger always wants to expose the paradoxes of common sense while older, ‘wiser’ philosophers like me and, I gather, you want to make sense of common sense. Experience has persuaded me that the appropriate stance to take is a pragmatic one like William James’ being merely content to classify realist and idealist philosophers without adjudicating between them. Therefore I propose we only marshal the scientific arguments for and against indeterminism and remain philosophically neutral on the issue.
We just mentioned Michio Kaku’s, I would say, naïve argument for free will by appealing to the indeterminancy of quantum mechanics. Pragmatic balance requires us to mention the ways in which modern physics is deterministic. Specifically, the state vector of the entire universe evolves deterministically in accordance with Schrodinger’s equation because there can be no outside observer to collapse the wave packet. Similarly general relativity seems to favor determinism because of its substantivism about space-time. Because these theories are stated in mathematical terms and because they eschew traditional deterministic concepts like causality, you might be tempted to classify the resulting view as a relatively innocuous logical determinism. But the theories are dependent on how the world is and hence the view is better classified as the more inexorable physical determinism.
Stephen Hawking seems to have this in mind when he says (looks up quote on laptop): 
"The initial configuration of the universe may have been chosen by God, or it may itself have been determined by the laws of science. In either case, it would seem that everything in the universe would then be determined by evolution according to the laws of science, so it is difficult to see how we can be masters of our fate."
The upshot? Whether there is genuine randomness in the world or whether our assigning probabilities merely reflects our ignorance about the ‘hidden variables’ is something we as philosophers shouldn’t hang our hats on. Philosophers should instead answer the question of free will independently of either answer to the contingency question.
Kedar: Not so fast. You see Sushama, Ram and I always have a discussion about necessity, me saying that the only necessity is logical necessity while Ram championing a nebulous physical necessity. Don’t you think Ram owes us an explanation of physical necessity in a dialogue about determinism?
Sushama: Oh I can hardly wait. In fact, to continue with my ‘burden of proof’ remarks, I would add that to the extent an accepted account of physical necessity is lacking in philosophy—especially after Hume—the burden of proof is again on determinism.
Ram: Well the burden is not all one way. The success of science in finding materialistic explanations of everything goes a long way to knock the ball back in the free will camp.
Hmm…sometimes I wonder if all philosophy does is play intellectual tennis, aligning the burden of proof, without actually ever proving anything.
Kedar: Don’t wax so philosophical about philosophy; wax philosophical by doing philosophy. You still owe us an account of physical necessity.
Ram: Very well, I’ll take up the gauntlet. To echo our eclipse discussion, we may say S is physically necessary if it’s a logical consequence of the laws of nature.
Kedar: So the only necessity is logical necessity, right?
Ram: We’ve had this discussion before in the Just-if-ication dialogue. Here I don’t propose to go into what exactly is a law of nature. I will only emphasize that facts like, ‘If an apple fell from a tree, it would accelerate toward the ground at roughly 9.8 meters/second-squared’ are not logical truths. That they are entailed by laws of nature is a logical truth. But facts like this must be necessary in a sense other than logic. Logic is only used to mirror that physical necessity. If we were only interested in logical relationships, ‘All bachelors are unmarried’ could be a law of nature. We’re not free to decide what are the laws of nature. That impossibility is the flip-side of their physical necessity.
Kedar: I just deny that there are any such things as ‘laws of nature’. Any conjunctions between events are at most highly probable.
Ram: And you know my move: that the probabilities are what they are is a matter of physical necessity as implied by the laws of nature.
Sushama: Hold on Ram. I agree with you that certain events, like maybe the toss of a coin, can necessarily have the probability that they do. But if true, this would mean that strict determinism is false, that there are genuine contingencies in the world which is all we should be concerned about for the time being.
Ram: Of course you’re right Sushama. I got carried away. I have a tight rope to walk being a necessitarian, indeterminist, free-will-compatibilist. Yes, a tight rope to walk but one that strikes a balance between the intuitions behind each camp.
Sushama: How do you mean?
Ram: Well a necessitarian indeterminist can allow for the intuition that there are genuinely contingent events in the world while at the same time allowing covering laws to give deductive explanations of these predictable, physically necessary processes. This is the true lesson of quantum mechanics that Railton captured with his D-S (deductive-statistical) model of explanation: there is indeterminism in the world but the indeterminism, the probabilities involved are strictly determined by the formalism of Schrodinger’s equation. Events are probabilistically determined but the probabilities are necessarily what they are.
Sushama: So much for the necessitarian indeterminist position. How does your ‘tight-rope walker’ get to the far end of free-will compatibilism? By using the ‘umbrella’ of freedom as freedom from constraint as I was proposing?
Ram: No. Or rather not just that, because I think more is needed, because I don’t think the difference between the freedom of the ant and the free-will of the human is merely one of gradation. There is a qualitative difference as well: when we choose a path, we’re conscious that had the circumstances been otherwise we would’ve chosen differently. The ant presumably has no such consciousness.
Kedar: Is this what you meant by your title quote, ‘The will finds its freedom in determining its course by allowing for every contingency’? If that’s your view, you could’ve chosen a better title…like maybe ‘Where There’s a Way, There’s a Will’?
But seriously, is the dialogue ending? The point at which you were going to dramatically unveil your theory was the denouement…a denouement is a surprise ending isn’t it?
Sushama: You ought to know by now Kedar, there are no surprises in philosophy. Didn’t Wittgenstein say something like that? I would add, there are no endings either.
Ram: OK maybe it’s not much of a surprise. Instead of a denouement, I should’ve called it a climax in the Aristotelian sense of being in the middle of the ‘beginning, middle and end’.
At any rate, Kedar is right. What I meant by ‘The will finds its freedom in determining its course by allowing for every contingency’ is the will is free because in allowing for contingencies, it is conscious that contingent on circumstances, it could’ve chosen differently.
Kedar: Are you sure this isn’t a ‘beginning, muddle and end’? You’re using choice in the definition but what do we mean by choice if not choice of a free will?
Sushama: Not quite. ‘Free choice’ we can define as action free from constraint which even the ant can have. Free will comes in because we’re conscious that we could’ve chosen differently.
Ram: Thanks Sushama. That said, maybe I should point out some of the other advantages of my position:
First, it makes sense of how the existence of genuine contingencies in the world could allow for free will. We can illustrate the problem by considering the tree-diagrams of decision theory. A decision tree has two kinds of nodes: a chance node symbolized by a circle and a choice node symbolized by a square; all our decisions are paths down an inverted Christmas tree composed of these two possibilities—choice and chance. When swervy Lucretius or Youtuber Michio Kaku say that randomness allows there to be free will without specifying how, we’re left trying as it were to put a square peg in a round hole. My account makes it clear how contingency allows free will: if there is a genuine chance node in the path of our decisions, we could’ve chosen differently had the chance gone the other way.
Second, the proposal is actually neutral on the contingency question. Even if everything including the toss of a coin, when a given subatomic particle will decay is determined, we can still make sense of the claim that had circumstances been different, we would’ve chosen differently. The counterfactual is valid even if strict determinism is the correct view.
Third, it allows for a sense in which human beings have free will but ants don’t. Ants to use Sushama’s distinction can have free choice in the sense of an unimpeded path but only human beings have free will in the sense of being conscious of alternate choices they could’ve made, by being aware of the whole decision tree.
Kedar: Interesting. But doesn’t consciousness figure too prominently in your account of free will? I mean don’t you want to distinguish between free will on the one hand and our consciousness of having chosen freely on the other?
Sushama: No Kedar. Consciousness should play a prominent part in the choices of a free will. If there is no consciousness—as when we act without reflection—there is little qualitative difference between the ant and us. In fact the American philosopher, John Searle incorporates a similar notion in his account of intentional actions. His ‘intention-in-action’ is an intention that must be present in the act and causing the act if the act is to be intentional. The role of consciousness in Ram’s compatibilist account of free will seems to play a similar role. This is no accident: you would expect an account of free will and an account of intentional actions to intersect in interesting ways.
Ram: Good parallel, Sushama! A choice is a free will choice only if consciousness of all the considerations that went into making the choice play a role in making the choice—that’s how a choice is determined, to belatedly answer Kedar’s free will paradox. Similarly an act is an intentional act only if the intention plays an appropriate causal role in the act. 
Kedar: As I said Ram’s is an interesting view. Inserting, the counterfactual, ‘if circumstances had been different’ in front of ‘I could’ve chosen differently’ makes it clear that either prong of our free choice would’ve been completely determined by reasons.
Sushama: That’s an important point. When we’re unable to think of reasons for why we acted as we did, our actions seem less free than when we can enumerate our reasons.
Kedar: Well you two seem to be in agreement and I am at least politely quiescent, which is as agreeable as my ‘youthful nature' will deterministically allow me to be. What now? Does Aristotle in his aesthetics have anything to say about how to proceed non-anticlimactically from the middle to the end?
Ram: Well I don’t know about Aristotle’s aesthetics but the logical course would be to trace the impact of our view for ethics. Specifically, can we assign praise or blame for actions if they are the result of a free will choosing in our sense of the term?
Sushama: I think your account, Ram, is silent on whether our actions could’ve been different than they were. It only says if my actions were free and the circumstances had been different, I might’ve acted differently. There is no commitment one way or the other on whether the circumstances could’ve been different.
This is a virtue of your account but its noncommittal nature leaves me uncertain about where you stand on the praise/blame issue.
Kedar: I think Ram is committed to a rationalistic ethics. If free will is analyzed in terms of decision-theoretic concepts, choices can be praised or blamed based on how rational they are.
Ram: I agree that introducing decision-theoretic concepts makes the account seem very rationalistic. But the ethics need not be rationalistic in the Greek akrasia sense, where weakness-of-will behavior is a failure of reasoning. The payoffs for gambles and choices in the decision tree are assigned in terms of utilities but how the utilities are measured could be by the degree to which the actions promote the greatest happiness for the greatest number or Kantian duties or any other goal of ethical action which can be assigned a numerical value for the sake of comparison with other goals. Simply put, decision theory is not committed to any specific ethical theory.
Kedar: Point taken. But getting back to the praise/blame issue, the real rub is doling out rewards and punishments isn’t it? If our choices are determined by reasons and the appeal reasons have for us is determined by psychological factors over which we ultimately have no control, there can be no justification of rewards or punishments.
Sushama: I disagree. I remember the prison dialogue we had: retribution was only one goal of prisons we considered—though it was my goal. Prevention and reformation are other goals which can be used to justify rewards and punishments, though without retribution, some of the ‘moral fire’ would be lacking.
Ram: I’m glad you brought up the ‘Prison through a Philosophic Prism’ dialogue, Sushama. It allows me to point out that my views on free will are consistent with my reformative views on the role of ‘punishment’.
Kedar: Consistency being a bare minimum for a philosopher is not something to brag about.
Sushama: Didn’t Whitman say something like, “Do I contradict myself? Well so I contradict myself!”
Ram: Well I haven’t read much Whitman. Maybe he is being consistent to his true character in tolerating inconsistency. Kind of like mathematics ‘proving’ its own consistency only if it’s in fact inconsistent—because anything and everything follows from a contradiction.
Kedar: Godel again? Talk about consistency. You just don’t miss an opportunity to drag mathematics into anything do you—even if it’s willy-nilly.
(the waiter arrives with the bill)
Sushama: Don’t pooh-pooh mathematics Kedar for how else are we going to split this bill up.  
    

 
  

